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Doomed Lion Air plane was ‘not 
airworthy’ on penultimate flight

Pilots on final flight reported ‘control problem’
JAKARTA: A Lion Air jet that crashed into the sea off
Indonesia last month was not in an airworthy condition on
its second-to-last flight, when pilots experienced similar
problems to those on its doomed last journey, investigators
said yesterday. Contact with the Boeing 737 MAX jet was
lost 13 minutes after it took off on Oct 29 from the capital,
Jakarta, heading north to the tin-mining town of Pangkal
Pinang. In a preliminary report, Indonesia’s transport safety
committee (KNKT) focused on the airline’s maintenance
practices and pilot training and a Boeing anti-stall system
but did not give a cause for the crash that killed all 189 peo-
ple on board.

The report unveiled fresh details of efforts by pilots to
steady the jet as they reported a “flight control problem”,
including the captain’s last words to air traffic control asking
to be cleared to “five thou” or 5,000 feet. Information
retrieved from the flight data recorder showed the “stick
shaker” was vibrating the captain’s controls, warning of a
stall throughout most of the flight. The captain was using his
controls to bring the plane’s nose up, but an automated anti-
stall system was pushing it down.

Pilots flying the same plane a day earlier had experi-

enced a similar problem, en route from Denpasar, Bali to
Jakarta, until they used switches to shut off the system and
used manual controls to fly and stabilize the plane, KNKT
said. “The flight from Denpasar to Jakarta experienced stick
shaker activation during the takeoff rotation and remained
active throughout the flight,” the committee said. “This con-
dition is considered as un-airworthy condition” and the
flight should have been “discontinued”. The pilots of that
flight reported problems to Lion Air’s maintenance team,
which checked the jet and cleared it for take-off the next
morning.

Former Boeing flight control engineer Peter Lemme said
stick shaker activation was “very distracting and unnerving”.
“It’s not something you ever want to have happen as a pilot,”
he said. KNKT investigator Nurcahyo Utomo said the
agency had not determined if the anti-stall system, which
was not explained to pilots in manuals, was a contributing
factor. “We still don’t know yet, if it contributed or not,” he
said in response to a question. “It is too early to conclude.”
In a statement, Boeing drew attention in detail to a list of
airline maintenance actions set out in the report but stopped
short of blaming ground workers or pilots for the accident.

Revised anti-stall system
The manufacturer, which has said procedures for pre-

venting an anti-stall system activating by accident were
already in place, said pilots of the penultimate flight had
used that drill but noted the report did not say if pilots of
the doomed flight did so. Boeing’s statement did not make
any reference to a revised anti-stall system introduced on
the 737 MAX which US pilots and Indonesian investigators
say was missing from the operating manual.

Boeing says the procedure for dealing with a so-called
runaway stabilizer, under which anti-stall systems push the
nose down even when the plane is not entering a stall or los-
ing lift, had not changed between an earlier version of the
737 and the newly delivered 737 MAX.

Pilots however say the control column behaves different-
ly in certain conditions, which could confuse pilots who have
flown the earlier model. Indonesian regulators were urged
after previous accidents to improve their oversight of main-
tenance and pilot training. In an interview, Indonesia’s direc-
tor general of aviation, Polana Pramesti, said the agency
planned to require pilots in Indonesia to be trained on simu-
lators for the MAX series.

Pramesti also said a new regulation was being planned to
limit the risk of pilot fatigue occurring and should be issued
in the “near future”. A source at the US Federal Aviation
Administration said a number of factors were ultimately like-
ly to be cited as causes of the crash, including pilot training
and maintenance. It had still to be determined how much, if
at all, the plane design would be faulted, the source told
Reuters on condition of anonymity. Edward Sirait, chief
executive of Lion Air, said he had not read the KNKT report
but would comply with investigators’ recommendations.

The report provided new recommendations to Lion Air
on safety on top of earlier recommendations about the flight
manual that have already been implemented by Boeing.
Authorities have downloaded data from the flight data
recorder, but are still looking for the cockpit voice recorder
(CVR). Indonesia plans to bring in a ship from Singapore
able to stay in position without dropping anchor, to help
with the search. Asked what was needed from the CVR,
Utomo said: “A lot. Discussions between the left and right
pilots were about what? What procedures did they carry
out. Were there any strange noises?” Without it, he said
there would be “a lot of guessing”. — Reuters

Modi, Gandhi 
duel in Indian 
state election
NEW DELHI: Millions of Indians voted
yesterday in a state election seen as a
key duel between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his main rival before
the whole country goes to the polls in
2019. Modi’s right-wing Hindu national-
ist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has gov-
erned the central state of Madhya
Pradesh, home to 73 million people,
since 2003 having won three state elec-
tions in a row.

But polls suggest that the opposition
Congress headed by Rahul Gandhi,
scion of the Gandhi-Nehru dynasty,
could win on the back of concerns
about rising unemployment and by
appealing to disgruntled farmers. The

party, which lost power in Madhya
Pradesh in 2003 - and nationally to
Modi in 2014 - has campaigned aggres-
sively against three-time chief minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan on issues of cor-
ruption and misgovernance. Chouhan,
who lead the BJP to a thumping majori-
ty in the 2013 elections, has nevertheless
sounded confident. Modi himself has
addressed no fewer than 10 rallies in the
state in a hard-fought campaign.

“This is not the toughest election of
my career, it’s very comfortable,”
Chouhan told reporters after casting his
vote. The vote is one of five state elec-
tions this month and next that are a lit-
mus test of Modi’s popularity ahead of
general elections that have to take place
before May but for which no date has
been announced yet. Nearly 800,000
voters were also entitled to vote yester-
day in the remote northeast state of
Mizoram, which is governed by
Congress. Results from all the state elec-
tions are due on December 11. — AFP

Thousands 
evacuated as 
Australian 
bushfires rage
SYDNEY: Thousands of people were being evac-
uated from their homes in northeast Australia
yesterday, as bushfires raged across Queensland
state amid a scorching heatwave. Some 8,000
people were told to leave the town of Gracemere,
south of the central coast area of Rockhampton,
as a fast-moving blaze threatened homes.

The Bureau of Meteorology declared a “cata-
strophic” fire danger — the highest possible risk
rating — in some central areas, while firefighters
battled to contain more than 130 blazes across
the state. “This is a very stressful situation for
families. I need you to all be strong. I need you to
all listen. Your family and the protection of our
community is vital,” state premier Annastacia
Palaszczuk warned those told to leave.  “So we

need to reach out to community members who
are frail, who are elderly, who have a disability.
Please listen to authorities, it is going to get a lot
worse,” she added. The Bureau of Meteorology
said scorching temperatures had broken records
across Queensland, with the state capital
Brisbane reaching 37.9 degrees Celsius (100.2
degrees Fahrenheit). At least 34 schools were
closed, and authorities earlier in the day said the
number of homes destroyed was likely in “single
digits” but it was too early to confirm. Other
states were sending back up firefighters to
Queensland.

“We will see more fires flare up very very
quickly, so this is the start of it,” Queensland fire
and emergency services commissioner Katarina
Carroll warned those evacuating. “It is very diffi-
cult to get a sense of how long people have in the
area because the winds are picking up faster than
what was expected — so evolving, but very, very
quickly,” she added. Resident Luana Royle from
the central Queensland town of Finch Hatton told
national broadcaster ABC that the area had been
hard-hit by the blaze. “Our fires around here, you
couldn’t even see 500 meters in front of you this
morning,” she said. “Everyone is OK, but two
houses have went, which is pretty sad.” — AFP

DEEPWATER: A firefighter is seen near the bush-
fires in Deepwater National Park area of
Queensland yesterday.  — AFP 


